Whether your family has a modern home or a traditional Dales
cottage – home heating choices have never been so extensive … or
so complicated.
Financial choices and environmental choices merge together to present an alarming
and confusing picture. There is little wonder that many people simply opt for a basic replacement to
their old boiler and only afterwards question whether they made the wisest choice.
To help focus minds, we have produced a short checklist:







Do you want low initial cost or longer term savings
Are you ‘on-grid’ or ‘off grid’
Have you researched regulations that cover all new installations, including Log Stoves
Are environmental concerns important to your family
Did you know that multi-energy systems and heat storage are now a reality
Are you more concerned with aesthetics or efficiency

Ashburn Stoves and Heating have the Knowledge, Expertise and Experience, together with local
knowledge of the planning systems to guide you through your decision making.

The options include

Multi Energy Heat Stores
Heat stores are the key to your decision making. Multi energy systems can avoid
the need to replace an old boiler … it remains an occasional back up to a system
which uses the most appropriate power source for your families circumstances,
and helps protect their future environment.

Solar Thermal
Solar panels can be coupled into multi energy heat store system, so that
the sun’s heat can be stored during the day for use at night. Flush fitting
panels can be used on old and historic properties without compromising
aesthetics.

Log Stoves and Boiler Stoves
Ashburn’s showroom displays a range of Log Stoves, Multi Fuel Stoves and Boiler
Stoves, including the Romotop range with stone panels and tops which retain the heat
and are an uncompromising artistic statement for any home.

Biomass
Ashburn install and support Biomass heating systems across England, Scotland and
Wales. Our experience and expertise is valued by home owners, businesses and
housing associations.

Heat Pumps
Our CTC Regulus heat pumps are industry leaders, confidently offering a five
year warranty. Our heat pumps are monitored by the manufacturers
engineers via the internet, to ensure you achieve optimum efficiency at all
times. Combining a heat pump with solar PV on-site battery storage is an
alternative to grid feed-in options.

Oil and Gas
Ashburn are experienced OFTEC Oil specialists – if you are off-grid and
need a reliable, economical system.
We are GAS SAFE - installing and servicing modern Gas Boiler
Systems.

Ashburn Stoves and Heating
A heating engineering company offering the full range of heating
options, from Log Stoves through traditional Oil and Gas systems to
cutting edge renewable systems powered by Heat Pumps, Solar or
Biomass technologies.
01282 841500
hello@AshburnStoves.co.uk
www.AshburnStoves.co.uk

